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The company reserves the right to alter the characteristics of its products without notice. All values expressed are nominal with a tolerance of the 1.5%± for Food Contact White and 3%± for Ecological Black

PALLET MY-E 800x1200
HEAVY PAYLOADS

PALLET / LOGISTICS AND HANDLING

143 pz. 325 pz. 400 pz. 528 pz.

Logistics Data

20' DV 40' DV 40' HC 45' WB

ARTICLE
EXTERNAL SIZE mm

A B H H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 E C1 E1 C F D1 F1 D

PALLET MY-E 800x1200 1200 800
150
157*

32 118 24 94 50 100 200 325 150 800 100 225 150 600

The sales office is at your disposal to advise the version most suited to your needs.

Size * version with borders

The new version of PALLET My-E 800x1200 is molded in one piece. The sleepers are perfectly vertical, so optimal for use in automatic handling 
and storage. The loading area is made up of T ribs, the corners are rounded without any sharply edge, and it is set for RIFD and Barcode prin-
ting. The peculiarity of this pallet is the opportunity to improve their performance thanks to the insertion of three steel bars in the three runners. 
The pallet can be supplied with or without perimeter borders. The pallet is made by high-density polyethylene and is available in the industrial 
black version and in the non-toxic white one.

Static Capacity:    4000 Kg (The capacity is valid for filmed charge equally distributed on the pallet surface).

Dynamic Capacity:   1000 Kg (The capacity is valid for filmed charge equally distributed on the pallet surface).

Capacity on RACK:   400 Kg (The capacity is valid for filmed charge equally distributed on the pallet surface).

Weight:    11 Kg

Color:                         Ecological Black Food Contact Neutral              Custom Product (for minimum lot)  
                   
Material:                              
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